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MRD

50 m 100 m 150 m 200 m 250 m 300 m

100 m -0.2 ±0 -5.2 -16.5 -34.7 -61

MRD 156 m 1.9 4 0.8 -8.5 -24.7 -49

Velocity & Energy

0m 50m 100m 150m 200m 250m 300m

V [m/s] 770 723 679 635 594 554 516

0m 50m 100m 150m 200m 250m 300m

E [J] 2994 2640 2328 2036 1782 1550 1345
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6.5x55 SE

Even today, the 6.5x55 SE is still widespread among hunters and sport
shooters in Scandinavia. Its internal precision is excellent, and as a
hunting cartridge it is suitable for all lighter, but also for medium-
sized red deer and wild boar.

With the 156 gr GECO Softpoint bullet, it becomes an all-round
cartridge for the hunting use in Central Europe. Furthermore, we are
offering the GECO Plus with a weight of 156 gr.

GECO Softpoint

Thousands of roe deer have been shot with the legendary GECO Softpoint bullet which
is suitable for universal use and in almost any hunting situation. It responds reliably in
the game’s body and has good target ballistic effectiveness. The thin walled jacket of the
bullet is the secret of this successful design, deformation is initiated by the marked lead
tip and then the jacket responds to the increased resistance, even with heavy game the
deformation process remains well controlled.

 

Construction GECO Softpoint bullet

Universally usable and copes with almost any hunting
situation.

1. GECO Classic Tip: For safe deformation and stability
2. GECO Lead Core: For a well-balanced performance
3. GECO TS Jacket: For precision and barrel protection
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